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1. Introduction and goals 
The programs of the Catalan Philology BA degree (in which we both teach) do not include 
courses focused on theoretical phonology, but have a clear empirical and descriptive 
orientation, their main purpose being that students get a good grasp of the overall phonological 
system of Catalan. In this presentation, we discuss some pedagogical strategies (including 
various types of problem sets) by which theoretical aspects, although not explicitly 
programmed, can be introduced in such type of courses, so that students become acquainted 
with fundamental concepts and theoretical models at an introductory level.  

This presentation has two goals. On the one hand, to show and illustrate some strategies to 
familiarize students with phonological theory (§ 2) and with Optimality Theory (§3-4). On the 
other hand, to discuss, on the basis of our own experience, the advantages and drawbacks of 
adopting an SPE- or an OT-based approach to phonological phenomena in class (§ 5).  

Following up the first goal, in the first part of the poster, we will show that a) through data 
sets, students can learn how to draw linguistic generalizations and understand basic notions like 
underlying vs. surface representation, alternation, contrast, neutralization, and complementary 
distribution (§ 2); b) through the analysis of the different strategies triggered in Catalan varieties 
(and other Romance varieties) to avoid (or not) a particular structure, students can become 
familiarized with faithfulness and markedness constraints and their interaction (§ 3); c) through 
the analysis of interdialectal variation found in Catalan, we can help students understand 
linguistic typology, constraint interaction, and (universal) constraint ranking (§ 4). 
 
2. How to familiarize students with some basic concepts of phonological theory 
The distribution of obstruents in Catalan, which includes word-final obstruent devoicing, 
obstruent voicing assimilation, and voicing of fricatives and affricates, is useful to introduce 
the notions of phonological contrast (e.g. soga [sɔ́ɣə] ‘rope’ vs. soca [sɔ́kə] ‘trunk’; casa [kázə] 
‘house’ vs. caça [kásə] ‘hunt’), neutralization (e.g. casos [kázus] ~ cas [kás] ‘cases’ ~ ‘case’; 
cossos [kɔ́sus] ~ cos [kɔ́s] ‘bodies’ ~ ‘body’), underlying representations (e.g. /kaz/ ‘case’ vs. 
/kɔs/ ‘body’), lack of alternations (e.g. examen [əgzámən] ‘exam’; després [dəspɾés] 
‘afterwards’), and also the differences between lexical and postlexical processes (e.g. pot: /pɔd/ 
→ [pɔ́t]; cf. pot anar [pɔ̀təná] ‘(s/he) can go’ vs. maragda [məɾágdə] ‘emerald’; poc domini 
[pɔ̀gdumíni] ‘little command’). 
 
3. How to familiarize students with OT basics before working on constraint reranking  
Still having in mind the descriptive goal of the courses, the basic concepts of OT can be 
introduced through syllable structure-related constraints. While in Catalan syllabic ill-
formedness can be repaired through vowel epenthesis (stop: [əstɔ́p]), consonant epenthesis is 
not available to provide syllables with an onset (e.g. ahir [ə.í] ‘yesterday’); nevertheless the 
constraint ONSET is satisfied whenever a consonant is adjacent to an otherwise onsetless vowel 
(e.g. tot ahir [to.tə.í] ‘all yesterday’). This type of examples illustrate, among others, that DEP-
C and DEP-V must be ranked differently and that the optimal output is the least bad form, not a 
perfect one. 
 
4. How to familiarize students with OT constraint reranking 



Our students are expected to learn the stressed and unstressed vowel systems in Catalan dialects, 
as well as their different types of vowel reduction. As in Catalan there is a significant amount 
of variation in this respect (see, as illustration (1)), vowel reduction in Catalan is useful to 
introduce and illustrate OT universal constraint rankings (on vowels in unstressed position) as 
well as constraint re-ranking across varieties. Varieties A and B in (1a-b), indeed, are useful to 
introduce the universal constraint ranking on vowels in unstressed position, according to their 
sonority (Prince & Smolensky 1993 / 2004; Crosswhite 2001) (2a), to illustrate prominence-
driven vowel reduction (2a-b), as well as to exemplify variation via constraint re-ranking, the 
conflict between M and F, and the notion of ranking argument (Prince & Smolensky 1993 / 
2004) (2b-d).   
 
(1) Vowel reduction in Catalan dialects (just some illustrative examples) 

(2)  
a. *UNSTRES/a >> * UNSTRES/ɛ,ɔ >> * UNSTRES/e,o >> * UNSTRES/i,u >> * UNSTRES/ 
b. *UNSTRES/a >> * UNSTRES/ɛ,ɔ >> * UNSTRES/e,o >> * UNSTRES/i,u >> * UNSTRES/ 

                                                  Undominated in Varieties A 
c. *UNSTRES/a >> * UNSTRES/ɛ,ɔ >> * UNSTRES/e,o >> * UNSTRES/i,u >> * UNSTRES/ 
           Undominated in Varieties B 
d. *UNSTRES/a >> * UNSTRES/ɛ,ɔ >> * UNSTRES/e,o >> * UNSTRES/i,u >> * UNSTRES/ 

                       FAITH in varieties A 
                                                                                      FAITH in varieties B 
             Spec F in varieties B                    
 
5. SPE- and OT-based approaches in class: advantages and drawbacks 
Our own experience using SPE and OT as a theoretical framework to describe phonological 
aspects of Catalan has revealed us beneficious in some respects but not in others. An SPE-based 
formalization constitutes a clear-cut descriptive device, with the important advantage that the 
description of a process does not compromise the description of other processes; however, 
generalizations and dialectal variation cannot be accounted for easily. OT is likewise a good 
descriptive device, and it allows dealing with dialectal variation very straightforwardly. 
However, the description of a process often compromises the description of other processes 
(due, for instance, to the participation of the same constraint in more than one process), so that 
the description in OT terms of the overall phonological system of a language cannot be very 
precise in class.  
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